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and strange countries, in unfamiliar forms of civilisa-
tion. Now, the foreign milieu unveiled by these
travellers became the central element of interest—not
merely an excuse for the hero's adventures. And the
curiosity of the seventeenth century about foreign
lands was unbounded. It was a great century of
travel—perhaps the greatest—a century in which
adventurers from every land in Europe penetrated
deeper and deeper, especially into the East, and
recorded their experiences and observations, dis-
covering new domains for poetry and the imagination,
as in the Arabian Nights and the Persian poets. I am
not sure, indeed, whether we might not say that the
re-discovery of the East is one of the biggest deter-
mining factors in the imaginative literature of that
age.
This has left its imprint especially on the fiction of
the seventeenth century, and through that fiction on
the drama.   The taste of Europe at that time demanded
ever longer, more exotic novels, and the writers of
these heroic novels, first in France and afterwards
elsewhere, satisfied this craving by ransacking the
records of travellers to provide their books with
foreign colouring.   And the East was particularly
favoured.   Men of a heroic mould fought over again
the old battles of the ancient epics, but with strange
new forces.   The tropical world was depicted in
luridly splendid colouring.    Strange civilizations were
described with greater or less—usually less—veri-
similitude :  customs and habits were dwelt on, and
sometimes grafted rather incongruously on men and
women who were obviously more at home at the court
of Versailles.   The fact is sometimes forgotten that
the seventeenth century was a great century of foreign
travel;   but the books written by such travellers
proved a mine that was industriously worked until
quite late in the next century.   Even the aristocratic
and austere classic drama of France did not scorn to
transplant its themes and its unities to grotesque

